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A two-dimensional isothermal collisional drift-wave turbulence model including magnetic
fluctuations is studied numerically. The model has as limits the electrostatic collisional drift-wave
and two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic systems. The electromagnetic and electrostatic regimes
for thermal gradient-driven ~drift-wave! turbulence are decided by the parameter
b̂5(4pnT/B2)(Ls

2/Ln
2), whereLs and Ln are the parallel and background profile scale lengths,

respectively. Significant electromagnetic effects were found only forb̂;10 for most parameters,
and were most pronounced in the strongly adiabatic regime for drift waves. The principal effect of
the magnetic fluctuations is magnetic induction in the parallel force balance for electrons, which is
linear. This diminishes the adiabaticity of the system by reducing the immediacy of the dissipative
coupling between the density and electrostatic potential fluctuations. The transport was still found
to be dominantly electrostatic even forb̂510, although its level decreased withb̂ due to reduced
coherency in the coupling betweenE3B velocity and density fluctuations. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~96!00111-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical processes of plasma transport in magnetic
confinement devices, e.g., tokamaks, are not yet well under-
stood. The transport of particles and energy is anomalous,
i.e., the observed values are much larger than what is calcu-
lated by considering Coulomb collisions between the par-
ticles. It is usually assumed that the anomalous transport is
due to the observed turbulent fluctuations of density, electric
potential, and magnetic field. The presence of spatial plasma
gradients in the plasma lead to collective oscillations called
drift waves. The main effect of the drift-wave dynamics in
the macroscopic scale is an anomalous diffusion of particles
and energy along the corresponding gradient of the plasma
density or temperature. Drift-wave turbulence is therefore
considered as a possible cause for the anomalous transport in
tokamaks.1–3Drift-wave turbulence theories are usually elec-
trostatic, i.e., the fluctuations of the magnetic field are
neglected.3 However, it is not clear whether electrostatic or
magnetic fluctuations~or both! are responsible for the
anomalous transport.4 Determining which fluctuation mecha-
nism is dominant in driving the transport would provide a
major constraint on the viability of various theories. An ex-
perimental determination of which effect is dominant would
require a major advance in experiment diagnostics.5

Experimental measurements of the fluctuation of the
magnetic field are difficult. Until recently only measure-
ments of magnetic fluctuations at the plasma edge have been
possible.4 Even at the edge of the tokamak, it is difficult to
make quantitative calculations of the effects of the magnetic
fluctuations. Besides the coherent and high-beta magnetohy-
drodynamic~MHD! activities, such as sawteeth, fishbones,
tearing modes, and edge localized modes~ELMs!, broadband
fluctuations are observed.2 These incoherent magnetic fluc-
tuations have amplitudes ofdB'/B;1024–1025, with
dB'@dBi , are fairly isotropic perpendicular toB, and in-

crease with decreasing minor radius.1,2,4 Magnetic fluctua-
tions have been considered a possible contributor for the
transport in various tokamaks.6 The magnetic fluctuations
have been found both to correlate and not correlate with
plasma transport in different machines. A correlation be-
tween the magnetic fluctuations and the quality of confine-
ment is found during various transitions of confinement re-
gimes ~low-confinement or L-mode, high-confinement or
H-mode, and ELMs!.2 The reversed field pinch~RFP! is
ideal to study magnetic fluctuations as they are typically two
orders of magnitude larger than those observed in tokamaks;
theories can then be tested over a wider dynamic range than
in tokamaks.6–8 Recent experimental results for the RFP
show that the magnetic fluctuations and the electrostatic fluc-
tuations are related and conclude that suppressing the tearing
mode activity could lead to a reduction of the edge electro-
static fluctuations.9 By contrast, recent measurements in the
Texas Experimental Tokamak~TEXT!.10 indicate that the
magnetic fluctuations are not responsible for the transport of
heat.11 The fact that the level of magnetic fluctuations in the
plasma boundary region is very small can lead to the conclu-
sion that they do not play a significant role for transport,12

even in the case of the RFP.8 However, the issue cannot be
assumed to be clear without a more complete investigation.

Many models have tried to relate the magnetic fluctua-
tions to the transport in the plasma.1,13–15The theories have
very different approaches to the problem. Typically these
theories utilize quasilinear approximations and neglect self-
consistent field effects. Some models calculate the anoma-
lous electron thermal conduction due to the stochastic mag-
netic field, but without specifying the source of the magnetic
fluctuations, e.g., Refs. 16 and 17. Other models consider,
for instance, the anomalous electron thermal conductivity
due to high-m ballooning modes.18Many studies of magnetic
turbulence suppose a linear relation among the modes, rely-
ing on quasilinear or weak turbulence approaches or concen-
trate on the magnetic fluctuations associated with finite sized
magnetic islands and microtearing modes.14,19 MHDa!Electronic mail: bds@ipp-garching.mpg.de
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turbulence,20,21which disregards the fluctuations of the den-
sity, was also studied thoroughly and has properties similar
to fluid turbulence.

Although drift waves are basically electrostatic modes,
they also have a small magnetic component, which can also
lead to transport.22 Magnetic fluctuations possibly associated
with electromagnetic drift waves have been observed23 in the
edge of the Tokamak Chauffage Alfve´n ~TCA!.24 Quasilin-
ear studies of electromagnetic drift waves have been per-
formed by many authors, e.g., Ref. 1, and references therein.
Calculations for stochastic diffusion of electrons in tokamaks
due to a spectrum of electromagnetic drift fluctuations ob-
tained diffusion coefficient scales approximating experimen-
tal scalings.3 Other electromagnetic studies of drift-wave tur-
bulence include the collisionless model of Molviget al.25

and the numerical simulations of Waltz.26 A recent numeri-
cal study of a similar system with magnetic and density fluc-
tuations, but disregarding potential fluctuations, observes
three different turbulent states, even for identical parameters,
making the turbulence state nonunique.27 In Ref. 28 the
anomalous transport due to electromagnetic drift-Alfve´n tur-
bulence was studied using DIA~direct interaction approxi-
mation! techniques, concluding that the electromagnetic con-
tribution to transport by circulating electrons is important,
while the transport dominated by trapped electrons is not
affected by magnetic fluctuations. This result contrasts with
another study of drift-Alfve´n turbulence,29 which concluded
that electrostatic fluctuations alone regulate the transport.
Another recent interesting analytical study of drift-wave
theories, derived using a Lagrangian method, shows that the
magnetic fluctuations may not be negligible even forb!1.30

Three-dimensional numerical simulations of drift-wave
turbulence confirm earlier indications that collisional drift-
wave turbulence is the fundamental ingredient underlying
tokamak edge and scrape-off layer turbulence.31 It has also
been suggested that edge turbulence could originate in the
core plasma region,32 where the magnetic fluctuations can be
of fundamental importance. Experimental evidence of drift-
wave-like instabilities in the core region of the tokamak is
given in Ref. 33. Recent numerical simulations suggest the
transition from resistive ballooning to drift-wave turbulence
as a possible model for the transition between L- and
H-mode confinement regimes.34 Therefore, it is of funda-
mental importance to understand the role of the magnetic
fluctuations in a simple drift-wave turbulence model, to bet-
ter see how their effect should be considered in more realistic
models.

The aim of this work is then to analyze the effect of the
magnetic fluctuations in drift-wave dynamics. The magnetic
fluctuations bring different physical effects into the system.
We want to determine these effects and their role in the
system. It is also important to understand whether the elec-
trostatic approximation is a valid hypothesis when studying
turbulence at the edge of the tokamak. We consider the mag-
netic fluctuations in a simple model for drift-wave turbu-
lence. The properties of the Hasegawa–Wakatani system
have been studied thoroughly in two and three
dimensions.35–40This model is generalized by including the
magnetic fluctuations in the equations. We then analyze how

these fluctuations modify the properties of the electrostatic
model. Related forms of these electromagnetic two-fluid
equations were first derived independently by Hasegawa and
Wakatani41 and Hazeltine.42 Also similar is the set of equa-
tions describing drift-tearing modes, both linearly43 and
nonlinearly,44 and the parameters describing collisionality
and electromagnetic character in that work carry over to the
drift-wave system studied here. The model chosen has as its
extreme limits the two-dimensional~2-D! Hasegawa–
Wakatani model35 and the 2-D MHD model,20,21 both well
known, which makes the interpretation of the results ob-
tained easier. Bekki and Kaneda45 performed low-resolution
numerical simulations of this model in three dimensions,
analyzing the formation of structures, but did not study the
turbulent state. A related electromagnetic drift-wave system
was studied numerically by Waltz.26 A similar study has al-
ready been done for a more general set of equations,46 but
there numerical restrictions did not allow a thorough study of
the electromagnetic effects. The numerical scheme employed
here is similar to the one used for the Hasegawa–Wakatani
model36 and in other studies with a sheared magnetic field.47

The principal result of this study is that the role of the
magnetic fluctuations is to reduce the immediacy of the cou-
pling between the density and the electrostatic potential fluc-
tuations in an otherwise electrostatic system. That is, the
basic physics is that of drift waves with magnetic induction
in the parallel electron force balance acting to enhance the
nonadiabatic character of the turbulence by delaying the
transient response between the density and electrostatic po-
tential. These effects enter when the plasma beta reaches
b̂[(4pnT/B2)(Ls

2/Ln
2);1 and are really definitive whenb̂

is as high as 10~the nominal regime boundary, which de-
pends on simplified assumptions on the space and time
scales, isb̂;148,49!. Even then, the transport is always nearly
electrostatic. This result shows that the drift-wave part of a
more complicated system can never be neglected, as shown
previously in the case of rippling modes.50 Specifically,
microtearing27 is unlikely to have any significant role on its
own in anomalous transport in tokamaks.

In Sec. II the model and its main characteristics are de-
scribed. The linear properties of the system are studied in
Sec. III. Section IV describes the main results of the numeri-
cal simulations. In Sec. V, we study the linear mode interac-
tion and the nonlinear transfer of energy, enstrophy, and
magnetic potential. The conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL AND INVARIANTS

The basic model employed in this study starts with the
two-fluid collisional equations,51 and then assuming the per-
pendicular velocities to be given by theE3B and diamag-
netic drifts, the ions to be cold, and the temperature to be a
constant. The latter two are done to elucidate the resulting
dynamics by removing the complications of a finite ion gy-
roradius and thermal conduction. It is already known from
both tearing-mode44 and drift-wave49 studies that the dynam-
ics of the temperature and nonadiabatic portion of the density
are qualitatively similar, even if quantitative differences are
important. That is, the character of the system’s internal dy-
namics, e.g., how nonadiabatic or electromagnetic it is, is the
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same whether or not linear modes are stable, or whether or
not a nonlinear instability is present. Since we are interested
first in the qualitative question as to the conditions under
which the system becomes electromagnetic, the role of the
temperature gradient and fluctuations can be left to the near
future.

A. Electromagnetic drift-wave equations

This model is a generalization of the Hasegawa–
Wakatani system41 in a shearless 2-D slab geometry when
the magnetic fluctuationsc are also considered. It can also
be thought of as a restriction of the general fluid electron
drift equations used in tearing-mode work,43,44 to a homoge-
neous magnetic geometry~neglecting the parallel ion veloc-
ity!. The total magnetic fieldB has a uniform component in
thez direction,B0, and the magnetic fluctuationsc are in the
plane (x,y):

B5B0êz2“3cêz . ~1!

Describing the dynamics in terms of nonlinear fluctua-
tions, the electron densityn is given byn5n0(11n1/n0),
with n1!n0 . The equilibrium densityn0(x) has a density
gradient in the negativex direction, such that the equilibrium
density scaleLn5n0/udn0/dxu is a constant.

We obtain the equations of the model from the Bragin-
skii two-fluid equations;51 the derivation is identical to that
in the nonlinear tearing-mode studies.44 Similar versions of
the model were first obtained in Refs. 41 and 42, and an
equivalent form can be found in Ref. 45. The drift-wave
dispersion scalers and the sound speedcs are defined, re-
spectively, asrs 5 cAMiT/eB, cs 5 AT/Mi , leading to the
drift parameterd05rs/Ln . The parallel scale length, which in
this homogeneous setting replaces the shear length in the
tearing-mode work, isLs .

The fluctuations are scaled according tof̃5(ef/T)d0
21,

ñ5(n1/n0)d0
21, c̃5(c/B0rs)(Ls/Ln)d0

21, andJ̃5(Ji/necs)
3(Ln/Ls)d0

21. SinceJ̃ is given by c̃, the set of dependent
variables is given by$f̃,ñ,c̃%. The independent variables are
scaled asx→x/rs , y→y/rs , z→z/Ls , t→tcs/Ln .

The model equations are then given by

dE
dt

Ṽ5“ iJ̃, ~2!

dE
dt

ñ52
]f̃

]y
1“ iJ̃, ~3!

]c̃

]t
52

]c̃

]y
1“ i~ ñ2f̃ !2D21J̃, ~4!

where

Ṽ5¹'
2 f̃, ~5!

J̃52
1

b̂
¹'
2 c̃, ~6!

dE
dt

5
]

]t
1~ ẑ3“'f̃ !•“' , ~7!

“ i5
]

]z
2~ ẑ3“'c̃ !–“' , ~8!

b̂5
4pn0T

B0
2

Ls
2

Ln
2 , ~9!

D5
cs /Ln

ne

M i

me

Ln
2

Ls
2 , ~10!

with ]/]z replaced in terms of a constant parallel wave num-
ber K i5kzLs in Fourier space. The Fourier representation
used is

f ~x,y,z!↔(
k

f ke
ikxx1 ikyy1 iK iz, ~11!

wherek5(kx ,ky), noting again that there is only the oneK i .
For the nonlinear computations a dissipative correction to
]/]t,

]

]t
→

]

]t
1m¹'

4 , ~12!

was added in each equation. These represent hyperviscosity-
like terms and by taking appropriate values ofm confine the
dissipation to the smallest scales resolved in the system.

The Hasegawa–Wakatani equations are obtained from
Eqs. ~2! to ~4! by taking the limit c̃→0 and J̃5D(]/
]z)(ñ2f̃), which defines

C5DK i
2 ~13!

as the nonadiabaticity parameter used earlier.35,36 The adia-
batic regime is,C@1, such that the cross coupling forcesñ
to mimic f̃, which collects at the large scales.36 The opposite
limit, C!1, is called the hydrodynamic regime, since the
resulting freedom ofñ results in its passive advection by the
E3B velocity.36 The 2-D MHD equations20,21 can be ob-
tained by taking constant density~n5constant! and K i50.
Hence, as noted and discussed first by Hazeltine,42 this more
inclusive set which can be called electromagnetic drift-wave
equations, contains the dynamics of both the well-known
2-D Hasegawa–Wakatani and 2-D MHD systems.

It is apparent upon inspection of the model equations
that the electromagnetic effects are controlled byb̂. For
b̂!1 the currentJ̃ corresponds to weak magnetic fieldsc̃,
such that the contribution ofc̃ to the parallel gradient opera-
tor and the electromagnetic induction (]c̃/]t) are negligible.
We are therefore interested in studying the effect of large
values ofb̂ in the model. We have essentially two free pa-
rameters once the appropriate normalization toLs has been
made~K i51!. These areD andb̂—note thatD is equivalent
to C , and henceforth will be cited asC except when deriving
further equations. As the behavior for a fixedC is already
known, it is interesting to take representative values forC

corresponding to the adiabatic and hydrodynamic regimes,
and then varyb̂. The latter parameter determines the strength
and influence of the magnetic fluctuations. A naive scaling
based on linear drift-wave instabilities would assume a mode
frequency,v, and inverse scale,k' , equal to unity in nor-
malized units and then conclude that the electrostatic/
electromagnetic regime boundary isb̂;1, as in earlier
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studies.48,49 This is the point at which magnetic induction,
(]c̃/]t), would begin to overcome resistive dissipation,
C 21J̃, for a nominal value ofC;1. A better guess would
therefore be that the system should become electromagnetic
when b̂C;1. Although the results we have obtained in the
linear and turbulent regimes differ somewhat from this, it
does explain why we found a more pronounced effect at
higher C : magnetic induction overcomes resistivity more
easily at lower collisionality.

B. Invariants of the model

The invariants of the purely nonlinear subset of the elec-
tromagnetic drift-wave equations are the total fluctuation free
energy~hereinenergy!

E5
1

2 E d2xS u“'f̃u21ñ21
1

b̂
u“'c̃u2D

5EV1EN1EM, ~14!

the generalized enstrophy

U5
1

2 E d2x~ ñ2¹'
2 f̃ !25

1

2 E d2x~ ñ2Ṽ!2, ~15!

and the magnetic potential

A5
1

2 E d2xc̃2. ~16!

The energy was mentioned as an invariant of this model in
Refs. 42 and 45, but the other two invariants were not con-
sidered. The Hasegawa–Wakatani system also has the total
energyE ~with EM50! and the generalized enstrophyU as
invariants.35,36On the other hand, the 2-D MHD system has
the total energyE ~with EN50!, the magnetic potentialA,
and the cross-helicity H as invariants20,21

~H5*d2xv–B5*d2x“'f̃•“'c̃!.
According to the electromagnetic drift-wave equations

~2!–~4!, the invariants,E, U, andA, evolve with time as

]E

]t
5Gn2G r2DE, ~17!

]U

]t
5Gn2DU, ~18!

]A

]t
5Ga2Gd2DA, ~19!

where

Gn52E d2xñ
]f̃

]y
, ~20!

G r5D21E d2xJ̃2, ~21!

Gd5D21E d2xc̃ J̃, ~22!

Ga5
]

]z E d2xc̃~ ñ2f̃ !, ~23!

DE5mE d2x~2f̃¹'
4 Ṽ1ñ¹'

4 ñ1 J̃¹'
4 c̃ !, ~24!

DU5mE d2x~ ñ2Ṽ!¹'
4 ~ ñ2Q̃!, ~25!

DA5mE d2xc̃¹'
4 c̃. ~26!

Gn , the source of energy, is the rate at which the energy
is extracted from the density gradient.Gr is the rate at which
the energy is resistively dissipated, andGd the rate that the
magnetic potential is resistively dissipated.Ga is the source
of the magnetic potential, and is proportional to the nonadia-
baticity of f̃ and ñ ~for ñ5f̃, Ga50!. The dissipation rates
DE,DU, andDA are due to the finite hyperviscosity added as
described to Eqs.~2!–~4!. For diagnostic purposes we also
computed

P5
1

2 E d2xf̃2 ~27!

from the results.

III. LINEAR ANALYSIS

This section contains brief analyses of the linear disper-
sion relation obtained from the model and the linear mode
structure, here represented by the phase shifts exhibited
among the dependent variables. The linear growth rates and
phase shifts are useful in comparisons with the turbulent
state in saturation, presented in Sec. IV.

A. Dispersion relation and growth rate

The linearized system is solved analytically, for which
purpose the hyperviscosity,m, is neglected. By linearizing
and Fourier decomposing Eqs.~2!–~4! and assuming a modal
dependence of the formei (k–x2vt), we obtain

vf̃k2K i~ c̃k /b̂ !50, ~28!

vñk2kyf̃k1k'
2K i~ c̃k /b̂ !50, ~29!

@b̂~v2ky!1 iD21#~ c̃k /b̂ !1K i~f̃k2ñk!50. ~30!

The resulting dispersion relation may be cast as

v2@b̂D~v2ky!1 i #2DK i
2@v~11k'

2 !2ky#50, ~31!

where once againC5DK i
2 and sinceK i51, D is C .

One notes that ifb̂C is small andC is large then the
bracketed expression in the second term vanishes. This re-
covers the familiar drift-wave dispersion curve in the adia-
batic limit. Small corrections due to the finiteC then give the
basic collisional drift wave’s growth rate. Another extreme is
ky andk' sufficiently small thatv2b̂2K i

250. This of course
recovers the Alfve´n wave dispersion curve; in that limit there
are only the two damped Alfve´n waves and the mode at
‘‘zero frequency’’ which is the drift wave. Since the only
free energy source considered is the thermal gradient~tem-
perature times“n!, only the drift-wave branch can corre-
spond to an instability, and since this will tie the turbulence
to the resulting small scales, the MHD regime will not be
reached. Nevertheless, in general there are three linear modes
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in the system: one drift wave and two transients. The tran-
sients are resistively damped Alfve´n waves, and it is worth
noting that their behavior is quite different from the single
dissipative transient in the electrostatic collisional drift-wave
system. Rather than decaying at an unrealistically fast rate,
the transients propagate back and forth along the field lines,
decaying only at the rather slow rate, roughly~b̂C !21. This
is why magnetic induction begins to play a role in the dy-
namics asb̂ increases and why it ultimately results in a more
nonadiabatic character, as the latter is connected with the rate
at which the transients damp.

The unstable mode corresponding to the drift wave is
given by the single root of Eq.~31!, which has a positive
imaginary part. The mode frequency,vR~k!, and linear
growth rate,g~k!, then follow.

In Fig. 1 we show the main properties of the linear
growth rate,g, and mode frequency,vR . The variation with
different values ofb̂ for K i51, kx50, m50, andC51 is
shown for both@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#, and then the growth
rate @Fig. 1~c!# and wave number@Fig. 1~d!# for the most
unstable mode,ky , is shown as a function ofb̂ for C50.1, 1,
5, andkx50, K i51, m50. One can see that for higherb̂ the
linear growth rate is smaller@Fig. 1~a!#. This decrease of
g~k! with finite b̂ is most pronounced in the adiabatic regime

~C55!, which also has smaller electrostatic growth rates
@Fig. 1~c!#. When varyingb̂, the linear properties only have
noticeable changes forb̂*1 @Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#, confirming
the naive estimate since the scaling of the most unstable
mode’s k' with C eliminates a strong dependence of the
linear electromagnetic boundary onC .

B. Linear phase shifts

The linear mode structure can be expressed in terms of
the phase shifts among any two of the fluctuations in Fourier
space, e.g.,ñk and f̃k . From the linearized electromagnetic
drift-wave equations~28!–~30!, any two of the fluctuations
can be computed from the third, given the result of the dis-
persion relation for the unstable mode. Since the ratio be-
tween any two complex numbers can be given in terms of an
amplitude and a phase shift, the latter may be found from

dk5Im log ñk* f̃k , ~32!

uk5Im log f̃k* c̃k , ~33!

ak5Im log ñk* c̃k . ~34!

FIG. 1. The linear growth rateg(k) ~a! and vR(k) ~b! for C51 and different values ofb̂. The maximum of the linear growth rategmax ~c! and the
corresponding wave numberkmax ~d! as a function ofb̂ for C50.1,1,5.
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Comparison to the nonlinear regime will be presented in Sec.
IV using these same definitions. For the linear modes, the
phase shifts satisfy:

dk
L52arctan

kyg

k2~vR
21g2!2vRky

, ~35!

uk
L52arctan

g

vR
, ~36!

ak
L52arctan

g@k2~vR
21g2!22kyvR#

ky~vR
22g2!2k2vR~vR

21g2!
. ~37!

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! and dk
L is shown forC55, with

b̂50.001 andb̂510, respectively. Figures 2~c!–2~f! show
uk
L andak

L for the same parameters. In this adiabatic limit the
linear mode was most sensitive tob̂ since it is easier for
magnetic induction to overcome resistivity for low collision-
ality. For C51 the changes of the linear phase shifts for

increasing values ofb̂ were still noticeable. In the hydrody-
namic limit, the sensitivity of linear phase shifts tob̂ was
nearly absent, even atb̂510 at whichb̂C51, even thoughg
shows sensitivity atb̂51. This is a result of the already weak
coupling of ñ to f̃ for C,1.

IV. COMPUTATIONS IN THE NONLINEAR REGIME

This section presents the computations which were per-
formed and the essential results which describe the turbulent
saturated state. In all cases, the property to look for is the
strong effect of the increasingb̂ in the adiabatic regime~C
.1!, and the weaker effect in the hydrodynamic regime~C
,1!. Especially important is the fact that the higher-b̂,
higher-C cases look qualitatively like the lower-C cases,
that is, the principal effect of the electromagnetic character
brought in by the finiteb̂ is to make the system appear more
nonadiabatic. The reason is the magnetic induction, which

FIG. 2. Linear phase shifts forC55. dk
L for b̂50.001~a! and b̂510 ~b!. uk

L for b̂50.001~c! and b̂510 ~d!. ak
L for b̂50.001~e! and b̂510 ~f!.
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helps the density and electrostatic potential fluctuations to
decouple much as does resistivity. Since the magnetic induc-
tion is a reactive~nondissipative! process, though, the cou-
pling is not as coherent as when it is dissipative. Magnetic
induction reduces both the immediacy and the coherence of
the ñ-to-f̃ coupling, making it more difficult for free energy
produced inñ by “n to return tof̃. It can be understood as
a delay in the response of the electrons which is stabilizing to
both linear waves and turbulence.

We find that the transition to the electromagnetic regime
is definitive only forb̂510; the effect of magnetic induction
b̂51 is still weak. In all cases, however, the electromagnetic
corrections to“i are found to be sufficiently small that the
transport caused by the turbulence is electrostatic.

A. Numerical details

The electromagnetic drift-wave equations~2!–~4! were
solved on a square box of sizeL25(2p/K0)

2 with periodic
boundary conditions using a dealiased pseudospectral algo-
rithm, similar to previous ones employed in studies of the
Hasegawa–Wakatani system36 and for a sheared magnetic
field.47 In most runs, the number of collocation points~grid
nodes! was 1282; in some cases a larger number~10242! was
employed. The box size was chosen such thatK050.15. The
dissipation parameterm was taken to be just large enough to
prevent numerical instability,m51023 in most of the 1282

runs. Another set of runs was considered to check for depen-
dence on box size; for these we choseK050.0375,m;1022,
and in most cases 2562 collocation points.

The method used to elucidate the role of electromagnetic
effects and at which parameters they enter was to choose a
reference value ofC and then increaseb̂ from small values
to large ones. In all cases,K i was set to unity. Since the
behavior of the system is known in the electrostatic limit~it
is the Hasegawa–Wakatani system!, the same three values
used in our previous electrostatic work36 were chosen:
C50.1, 1, 5, representing a hydrodynamic, an intermediate,
and an adiabatic regime, respectively. The electrostatic cases

were reproduced by choosingb̂51023. Then, companion
runs were done atb̂50.1, 1.0, and 10.

The densityñ, potentialf̃, and magneticc̃ fluctuations
were initialized with a random-phase, broadband field, such
that all degrees of freedom are excited with a constant am-
plitudea0

(
k

f̃kf̃k5(
k
ñkñk5(

k
c̃kc̃k5a0 . ~38!

In most calculations, we chosea051026, however in cases
where the linear instability is very weak we considered
a051024, or evena051022; so that the time required for
reaching a turbulent saturated state would not be long. The
numerical error was tracked in all runs using the energy
equation~17!; the numerical error was never greater than
0.01E.

The runs with a finer grid~10242! were obtained by con-
tinuing the 1282 runs and then increasing the number of col-
location points to 2562, 5122, and finally 10242.

B. Properties of the saturated state

A typical numerical simulation has a linear phase, fol-
lowed by a saturated turbulent state, which is then main-
tained long enough for good statistical quantities to be ob-
tained.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the typical time evolution of the
components of the energyEN, EV, andEM for an electro-
static case~b̂50.001! and an electromagnetic case~b̂510!
are shown. By analyzing Fig. 3, one can see that even for the
caseb̂510, the magnetic energyEM is not the dominant
component of the total energyE. By increasingb̂, the role of
the kinetic energyEV diminishes in order to allowEM to
increase~see also Table I!. In the hydrodynamic regime, the
role of the density is so dominant, that the value ofEN/E is
kept constant~0.83!, independent of the value ofb̂. By con-
trast, in the adiabatic regime, the role of each component of

FIG. 3. The total energyE and the energy componentsEN, EV, EM for b̂50.001~a! and b̂510 ~b! in the saturated state, withC51, K i51, andm50.001.
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the energy is much more affected by the values ofb̂. The
saturation values of the total energyE, the enstrophyU, and
amplitudeP increase asb̂ goes from 0.001 to 0.1 and dimin-
ish strongly forb̂510. The magnetic potentialA saturation
values increase withb̂.

The spatial structure of the system is also altered by
varying b̂, which can be seen by analyzing the contour plots.
Figures 4 and 5 show the typical contour plots off̃, ñ, c̃, Ṽ,
andJ̃ in the electrostatic and the electromagnetic regimes for
C55. For each case, the contour plots were obtained at the
same instant of time in a turbulent saturated state. In all
contour plots, we consideredK050.15,K i51, m;1029 and
5122 collocation points. Figures 4 and 5 show only the region
[0:pL]3[0:pL], which is one-fourth of the real area cal-
culated in the simulations. As usual,f̃ collects at large
scales, owing to its inverse cascade tendency. With increas-
ing b̂ ~Fig. 4!, the resulting scale off̃ is ever larger, since
the reduction of the coupling betweenñ and f̃ allows the
inverse cascade to evolve unhindered. This is also apparent
in the difference between the electrostatic cases~see also
Table III below!. In the electromagnetic limit~b̂510!, for
C55, ñ does not mimicf̃, but is more similar toc̃. The
magnetic fluctuationsc̃ have the same behavior in all re-
gimes, always collecting in the larger scales. The vorticityṼ
usually has fine structures; the presence of largeb̂ smooths
these structures~Fig. 5!. By contrast, the currentJ̃, which
collects at average size structures in the electrostatic limit,
shows a much finer structure in the electromagnetic limit.
This effect, however, appears only in the adiabatic regime, in
which the electromagnetic effects have a stronger influence.

The angle-averaged spectra of the invariants were also
obtained~for the definition see Ref. 36!. The spectra exhibit
a maximum at a certain wave numberkSM. On the high-k
side of the maximumkSM there is an inertial range with a
decaying power law spectrum~e.g.,Ek;k2a! up to the vis-
cous cutoff. The variation of the spectral exponents withC
and b̂ is shown in Table II. In the electrostatic limit, the
spectral exponents are almost identical to the Hasegawa–
Wakatani case forC50.1 andC51.36 However, forC55
the electromagnetic effects are stronger. Even forb̂50.001
in the adiabatic regime, the spectral exponents are higher
than in the Hasegawa–Wakatani case. Asb̂ increases, the
spectral exponents of the three invariants and the energy
components increase forC50.1 andC51. In contrast, the
spectral exponents of the energyEk and its components~Ek

V,

Ek
N and Ek

M! and the magnetic potentialAk diminish for
C55, while the spectral exponents of the enstrophy increase.
The spectral exponents for both the energyEk and the mag-
netic potentialAk in the electromagnetic limit~independent
of the value ofC ! are very different from the ones obtained
in 2-D MHD turbulence~23/2 and27/3, respectively20!.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the spectra of energy
componentsEk

N, Ek
V, andEk

M by varyingb̂. Ek
N, which is the

dominant component of the energy, has a different behavior
when b̂ is increased forC50.1 andC55. Ek

V is not much
affected by increasingb̂, especially forC50.1. The mag-
netic energy componentEk

M also has a steeper curve in the
electromagnetic regime~b̂510! than in the electrostatic re-
gime ~b̂50.001! for C50.1. In contrast, forC55 the effect
of increasingb̂ is to make the spectrum ofEk

M less steep. A
different behavior of the spectral exponents ofEk for C50.1
and C55 was also observed. While the curve ofEk for
b̂510 is steeper than the curve forb̂50.001 forC50.1, the
opposite happens forC55. Therefore, the behavior ofEk is
basically the same asEk

N. When the value ofb̂ is increased
the enstrophy spectraUk are steeper for all values ofC . The
effect of increasingb̂ on the magnetic potential spectraAk

depends on the value ofC , but the spectral exponents do
not have such strong changes as do the energy spectral
exponents.

In Table III, the average values ofk are shown forE,
EV, EM, U, A, andP. In the case of the total energyE, for
instance, the averagekm

E , is defined such that

~km
E !25

(kk
2Ek

(kEk
, ~39!

with analogous definitions for the otherkm . In the hydrody-
namic regime~C50.1! and forC51, whenb̂ is increased
the values ofkm

E ,km
N ~which is always the dominant compo-

nent!, km
U, km

A , andkm
f diminish, i.e., these fields have larger

structures in the electromagnetic limit. It is important to no-
tice that this effect is stronger in the caseC51. In contrast,
in the adiabatic limitC55, these fields have smaller struc-
tures forb̂510 than forb̂50.001, as in the latter the struc-
tures are already large. From the linear theory the value of
kmax increases withb̂ for all values ofC ~see also Fig. 1!.
For the runs in which a larger box was considered
~K050.0375! the spectra’s maximumkSM and the average
wave numberskm , had approximately the same values.

TABLE I. Saturation values in the different regimes. The electromagnetic component (A,EM) enters withb̂, andC51 is the most dissipative case.

C b̂ E EN/E EV/E EM/E U A P

0.001 28.0 0.83 0.17 1026 42.1 1026 15.3
0.1 0.1 28.3 0.83 0.16 0.0006 42.3 0.009 16.1
0.1 10 13.1 0.83 0.14 0.03 18.8 20.1 8.7

0.001 6.7 0.61 0.39 1024 14.0 1027 3.7
1 0.1 7.6 0.62 0.375 0.005 15.2 0.009 4.4

10 6.0 0.77 0.14 0.09 7.3 30.1 6.2

0.001 14.2 0.82 0.18 1025 18.4 1026 8.9
5 0.1 23.2 0.86 0.14 0.002 27.9 0.02 22.2

10 4.4 0.78 0.13 0.09 5.1 13.8 3.7
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Therefore the structures did not become larger. All the other
properties of the system remained the same, when a larger
box was considered.

Another interesting feature comes from analyzing how
the phase shifts between the main quantities are altered when
b̂ is increased and then comparing this with the linear phase
shifts. In Fig. 7 we show the phase shifts obtained forC55
in the cases ofb̂50.001 andb̂510. While in the electro-
static limit b̂50.001,dk

L anddk still had some resemblance

for C55 @compare Figs. 2~a! and 7~a!#, in the electromag-
netic limit, this resemblance has completely disappeared.
The same effect occurs forak

L andak with C50.1. The other
linear and nonlinear phase shifts are very different in both
the electrostatic and electromagnetic limits. Therefore, any
small influence that the linear properties could still have on
the turbulence in the electrostatic limit practically disappears
for b̂510. This result is expected, as the linear growth rates
are small in the electromagnetic limit—since magnetic in-

FIG. 4. Contour plots off̃ @~a! and~b!#, ñ @~c! and~d!#, andc̃ @~e! and~f!#, for C55 in the electrostatic~b̂50.001! and electromagnetic~b̂510! regimes,
respectively.
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duction is reducing the coupling betweenñ andf̃, the linear
effects are less able to compete with the nonlinearE3B
advection for largerb̂.

The transport flux,Gn , which is also the free energy
source rate, is very much affected by the value ofb̂, dimin-
ishing asb̂ increases~Table IV!. This can be interpreted
using the linear theory, which shows that the maximum of
the linear growth rategmax diminishes for higher valuesb̂
~Fig. 1! with a behavior similar to that ofGn , almost constant
for b̂,1, and quickly dropping forb̂.1 ~Fig. 8!. The reason

is the reduction of the coupling ofñ to f̃ with increasingb̂,
making it more difficult for the free energy excited inñ by
“n to return tof̃ and continue the driving.

V. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SPECTRAL TRANSFER

The dynamical quantities which reveal the most infor-
mation about the direction of cause and effect in a compli-
cated turbulent system are the rates of transfer of invariants
or pieces of invariants among different parts of the system.

FIG. 5. Contour plots ofṼ @~a! and ~b!# and J̃ @~c! and ~d!#, for C55 in the electrostatic~b̂50.001! and electromagnetic~b̂510! regimes, respectively.

TABLE II. Decay exponents for the invariants and energy components spectra in the different regimes. As might be expected from a strongly dissipative
system, the spectra are not universal.

C b̂ Ek Ek
N Ek

V Ek
M Uk Ak

0.001 k21.7 k21.6 k23.1 k23.4 k21.4 k25.4

0.1 0.1 k21.9 k21.8 k23.1 k23.4 k21.6 k25.5

10 k23.2 k23.2 k23.5 k24.8 k22.1 k26.0

0.001 k23.0 k22.8 k23.3 k24.4 k21.5 k26.6

1 0.1 k23.4 k23.0 k23.5 k24.8 k21.9 k26.5

10 k24.5 k23.8 k25.0 k24.8 k22.1 k26.4

0.001 k24.0 k24.6 k23.8 k26.0 k22.1 k27.5

5 0.1 k23.7 k24.2 k23.7 k25.8 k22.1 k27.7

10 k23.2 k23.1 k23.9 k23.1 k22.5 k25.3
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Linear transfer refers to exchanges between different depen-
dent variables within each Fourier component or modek,
e.g., the transfer of fluctuation free energy between density
and potential fluctuations mediated by the dissipative cou-
pling through“iJ̃ in Eqs. ~2! and ~3! for ñ and¹'

2f̃. Non-
linear transfer, also called spectral transfer, refers to ex-
changes between different modes. This can occur within a
given dependent variable, as, e.g., forE3B transferring den-
sity fluctuations free energy between two modes with differ-
ent k. With magnetic fluctuations present, this mode–mode
transfer can also occur between different dependent vari-
ables, as we shall see.

Such transfer analysis has proven very useful in under-
standing cascade phenomena in neutral fluid52 and electro-

static drift-wave36 turbulence. We now apply it to the elec-
tromagnetic drift-wave system.

A. Linear transfer

We now obtain the linear transfer of energy, enstrophy,
and magnetic potential between the dependent variablesf̃,
ñ, andc̃ within a modek. The linearized equations in Fou-
rier space are

]Ṽ~k!

]t
5 iK iJ̃~k!2mk4Ṽ~k!, ~40!

FIG. 6. Density spectraEk
N for b̂50.001,0.1,10,C50.1 ~a! andC55 ~b!. Kinetic energy spectraEk

V for b̂50.001,0.1,10,C50.1 ~c! andC55 ~d!. Magnetic
energy spectraEk

M for b̂50.001,0.1,10,C50.1, ~e!, andC55 ~f!.
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TABLE III. Average wave numberskm for the invariants, the energy components, andP in the different regimes. Note especially the last two lines forC51
and 5:b̂ affects enter most strongly in the most adiabatic regime.

C b̂ km
E km

N km
V km

M km
U km

A km
f

0.001 1.35 1.43 0.90 0.76 1.58 0.42 0.56
0.1 0.1 1.34 1.41 0.90 0.75 1.57 0.42 0.55

10 1.10 1.08 1.21 1.11 1.55 0.41 0.46

0.001 1.12 1.05 1.21 1.02 1.59 0.69 0.82
1 0.1 1.09 1.02 1.19 0.99 1.55 0.67 0.81

10 0.89 0.78 1.15 1.23 1.25 0.43 0.39

0.001 0.53 0.49 0.65 0.67 0.64 0.50 0.48
5 0.1 0.45 0.40 0.69 0.80 0.63 0.53 0.37

10 0.82 0.69 0.99 1.43 1.00 0.48 0.39

FIG. 7. Nonlinear phase shifts forC55. dk for b̂50.001~a! and b̂510 ~b!. uk for b̂50.001~c! and b̂510 ~d!. ak for b̂50.001~e! and b̂510 ~f!.
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]ñ~k!

]t
52 ikyf̃~k!1 iK iJ̃~k!2mk4ñ~k!, ~41!

]c̃~k!

]t
52 ikyc̃~k!1 iK i@ ñ~k!2f̃~k!#2D21J̃~k!

2mk4c̃~k!. ~42!

In Fourier space the invariantsE, U, andA are given,
respectively, by

E5(
k
EV~k!1EN~k!1EM~k!5

1

2 (
k

2Ṽ~k!f̃~2k!

1ñ~k!ñ~2k!1 J̃~k!c̃~2k!, ~43!

U5
1

2 (
k
U~k!

5
1

2 (
k

@ ñ~k!2Ṽ~k!#@ ñ~2k!2Ṽ~2k!#, ~44!

A5
1

2 (
k
A~k!5

1

2 (
k

c̃~k!c̃~2k!. ~45!

By using the definitions of each of the energy contribu-
tions given in Eqs.~43! and ~40!–~42! we obtain the linear
transfer of the energy components:

]EL
V~k!

]t
52Gp

V~k!2DV
E~k!, ~46!

]EL
N~k!

]t
5Gn~k!2Gp

N~k!2DN
E~k!, ~47!

]EL
M~k!

]t
5Gp

N~k!1Gp
V~k!2G r~k!2DM

E ~k!. ~48!

The contribution of the electromagnetic transport fluxes~Gp
N

andGp
V! to the linear transfer of the total energyE is zero,

although they have an important role in the linear energy
transfer for each of the energy components.

The linear transfer for the enstrophyU and the magnetic
potentialA can be obtained in a similar way and are, respec-
tively,

]UL~k!

]t
5Gn~k!2DU~k!, ~49!

TABLE IV. Total values of the source, transfer, and dissipation rates in the different regimes. Highb̂ has a strong quantitative effect for all three values of
C , but is most pronounced for the most adiabatic case,C55. Compare with the linear growth rates in Fig. 1.

C b̂ Gn Gp
N Gp

V Gr Ga Gd DN
E DV

E DM
E DU DA

0.001 3.4 1.9 20.03 0.9 1024 21025 1.2 0.03 1027 2.7 10210

0.1 0.1 3.3 1.9 20.03 0.9 0.25 20.008 1.1 0.03 1025 2.6 1025

10 1.3 0.2 0.005 0.5 7.1 20.004 0.2 0.04 0.007 1.1 0.07

0.001 0.9 0.7 20.03 0.3 1024 1026 0.04 0.03 1026 0.6 1027

1 0.1 0.9 0.9 20.05 0.4 0.06 1024 0.04 0.04 1024 0.7 0.01
10 0.2 0.02 20.01 0.08 1.5 20.002 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.2 0.3

0.001 0.1 0.1 20.01 0.07 21024 21026 0.003 0.01 1026 0.1 10210

5 0.1 0.1 0.1 20.02 0.06 20.02 1024 0.003 0.06 1025 0.1 1025

10 0.09 0.01 20.02 0.02 0.7 20.002 0.02 0.006 0.02 0.08 0.09

FIG. 8. FluxGn for C50.1 andb̂50.001,0.1,10~b!. Variation of the average flux̂Gn& with b̂ for C50.1,C51, andC55.
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]AL~k!

]t
5Ga~k!2Gd~k!2DA~k!. ~50!

The source, transfer, and dissipation rates in Fourier
space are

Gp
V~k!52

i

2
K i@f̃~k!J̃~2k!2f̃~2k!J̃~k!#, ~51!

Gp
N~k!5

i

2
K i@ ñ~k!J̃~2k!2ñ~2k!J̃~k!#, ~52!

Gn~k!5
i

2
ky@ ñ~k!f̃~2k!2ñ~2k!f̃~k!#, ~53!

G r~k!5D21J̃~k!J̃~2k!, ~54!

Ga~k!5
i

2
K i$@f̃~k!2ñ~k!#c̃~2k!

2@f̃~2k!2ñ~2k!#c̃~k!%, ~55!

Gd~k!5D21c̃~k!J̃~2k!, ~56!

DE~k!5DN
E~k!1DV

E~k!1DM
E ~k!5mk4@ ñ~k!ñ~2k!

2Ṽ~k!f̃~2k!1k4c̃~k!J̃~2k!#, ~57!

DU~k!5mk4@ ñ~k!2Ṽ~k!#@ ñ~2k!2Ṽ~2k!#, ~58!

DA~k!5mk4c̃~k!c̃~2k!. ~59!

In all of the formulas of this section, it is to be once
again noted that sinceK i51, D is C .

In Fig. 9 the linear transfer is shown forC55 in the
electrostatic and electromagnetic regimes. The transfer rates
are shown as a function ofk5uku. In Table IV, the total
values of the linear transfer are given in all regimes. In Fig.
10, the schematic direction of the linear and nonlinear
transfer is shown. ForC50.1 the linear transfer rates are
approximately the same in the electrostatic and the electro-
magnetic regime. They look very similar to the caseC55
and b̂510, apart from the sign ofGp

V.
Figure 9 and Table IV show that the dominant contribu-

tion of the linear transfer is given byGn , which is the free
energy source. The maximum ofGn(k) is located at ak.0.7
for C50.1, which is very near the maximum of the energy
spectrumEk . By contrast, forC55 the maximum ofGn(k)
is located atk.0.5 and the maximum ofEk at k.0.3.

Another important contribution comes fromGp
n(k),

which is responsible for the linear transfer fromñ to c̃.
When b̂ increases,Gp

n(k) is located at smaller values ofk.
For C515 andb̂50.001,Gp

n(k) has a negative contributio-
nin the smaller values ofk, which means that in this case the
linear transfer is in the other direction—fromc̃ to ñ ~Fig. 9!.
This effect disappears whenb̂ is increased.Gp

V(k) is respon-
sible for the linear transfer betweenf̃ and c̃. Gp

V(k) is ~in
most cases! positive for the smaller values ofk ~linear trans-
fer from f̃ to c̃! and negative for the higher values ofk
~linear transfer fromc̃ to f̃!, as can be seen in Fig. 9. The
total contribution ofGp

V(k) is ~in most cases! negative, the
main effect being therefore the transfer fromf̃ to c̃ ~see

Table IV!. It is interesting to note that in the electromagnetic
limit, for C50.1, the total contribution ofGp

V(k) is positive,
while for C55, Gp

V(k) is negative in the whole spectrum
~Fig. 9!. G r(k) ~responsible for the resistive dissipation! has
a more important role forC50.1 than forC55. By increas-
ing b̂, Gr is dislocated for higher values ofk. Ga(k), which is
the source of the magnetic potential, has a strong dependence
with b̂, with its values increasing dramatically with increas-
ing b̂ and its maximum being dislocated to much smaller
values ofk.

B. Nonlinear spectral transfer

We now compute the nonlinear spectral transfer of the
different invariants between differentk modes, both within
and between the dependent variables. By considering only
the nonlinear terms of the equations, we obtain for the non-
linear energy transfer:

]EV~k!

]t
5(

q
@TV~k←q!1T1

VM~k←q!#, ~60!

]EN~k!

]t
5(

q
@TN~k←q!1T1

NM~k←q!#, ~61!

]EM~k!

]t
5(

q
@T2

VM~k←q!1T2
NM~k←q!#, ~62!

where the spectral transfer rates of energy from modeq to
modek are given by

TV~k←q!52~kxqy2qxky!Re@f̃~2k!Ṽ~k2q!f̃~q!#,
~63!

T1
VM~k←q!522

1

b̂
~kxqy2qxky!Re@f̃~2k!

3c̃~k2q!J̃~q!], ~64!

T2
VM~k←q!522

1

b̂
~kxqy2qxky!Re@ J̃~2k!

3c̃~k2q!f̃~q!], ~65!

TN~k←q!52~kxqy2qxky!Re@ ñ~2k!f̃~k2q!ñ~q!#,
~66!

T1
NM~k←q!52

1

b̂
~kxqy2qxky!Re@ ñ~2k!

3c̃~k2q!J̃~q!], ~67!

T2
NM~k←q!52

1

b̂
~kxqy2qxky!Re@ J̃~2k!

3c̃~k2q!ñ~q!]. ~68!

It is important to understand how this transfer occurs. By
considering now the modeq, we have

]EV~q!

]t
52(

q
@TV~k←q!1T2

VM~k←q!#, ~69!
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]EN~q!

]t
52(

q
@TN~k←q!1T2

NM~k←q!#, ~70!

]EM~q!

]t
52(

q
@T1

VM~k←q!1T1
NM~k←q!#. ~71!

Therefore, the purely kinetic and density transfer rates are
transferred in a direct way~between different modes of the
same fluctuation field!, while the mixed magnetic–kinetic
and magnetic-density transfer rates represent nonlinear trans-
fer between modes ofñ andc̃ or f̃ andc̃. That is, theE3B
transfer remains within a given dependent variable, but the

magnetic transfer occurs between different dependent vari-
ables. Each of the mixed nonlinear transfer rates~T1

VM, T2
VM,

T1
NM, andT2

NM! is not symmetric by itself, a sum must be
defined in order to obtain transfer rates with a definition
equivalent to the other transfer rates.TVM andTNM are de-
fined, respectively, asTVM~k←q!5T1

VM~k←q!1T2
VM~k—q!

andTNM~k←q!5T1
NM~k←q!1T2

NM~k←q!. The resulting ef-
fect of the mixed transfer rates is then given byTVM and
TNM, which then define the character of the nonlinear trans-
fer. A schematic form of the nonlinear and the linear transfer
of energy can be found in Fig. 10.

We are also interested in the spectral transfer of the en-

FIG. 9. Linear transfer rates forC55, with b̂50.001@~a!, ~c!, and~e!# and b̂510 @~b!, ~d!, and~f!#.
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strophyU and the magnetic potentialA, as defined in Eqs.
~44! and ~45!, respectively. We obtain:

]U~k!

]t
5(

q
TU~k←q!5(

q
2~kxqy2qxky!Re@ ñ~2k!

2Ṽ~2k!#f̃~k2q!@ ñ~q!2Ṽ~q!#, ~72!

]A~k!

]t
5(

q
TA~k←q!5(

q
2~kxqy2qxky!Re c̃~2k!

3@f̃~k2q!2ñ~k2q!#c̃~q!. ~73!

In Fig. 11 the nonlinear transfer of the energy compo-
nents are shown forC55 for the electrostatic and the elec-
tromagnetic regimes. In Fig. 12 the nonlinear transfer of the
three invariants of the system~E, U, andA! is shown in the
electrostatic and the electromagnetic regimes forC55. In
Figs. 11 and 12, contours ofT~k←q! are shown only where

FIG. 10. Nonlinear and linear energy transfer processes among the variables
ñ, f̃, andc̃ for C50.1 andb̂510.

FIG. 11. Nonlinear transfer rates of the energy components forC55, b̂50.001@~a!, ~c!, ~e!, and~g!# and b̂510 @~b!, ~d!, ~f!, and~b!#.
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it is positive, since by definition the nonlinear transfer func-
tions are antisymmetric about the linek5q ~dashed line
drawn in Figs. 11 and 12!, which corresponds to the ex-
change~k↔q!. Further clarifying the behavior ofT~k←q! is

the surface ofT as a function ofk andq. The variation of the
maximum values of the nonlinear transfer in the different
regimes is given in Table V. From Figs. 11 and 12, one can
see that most of the activity of the nonlinear transfer func-

FIG. 12. Nonlinear transfer rates of the invariants forC55, b̂50.001@~a!, ~c!, and~e!# and b̂510 @~b!, ~d!, and~f!#.

TABLE V. Maximum values of the nonlinear transfer rates in the different regimes. Note that the contributions to the electromagnetic nonlinear transfer~TNM

andTVM, tracking the electromagnetic corrections to“i! are always small compared to their linear counterparts in Table IV~Gp
N andGp

V, tracking the linear,
unperturbed“i!. This indicates that the electromagnetic contributions to transport are likewise small.

C b̂ Tmax
N Tmax

V Tmax
NM Tmax

VM Tmax
E Tmax

U Tmax
A

0.001 1.29 0.23 1026 1026 1.16 2.03 1028

0.1 0.1 1.45 0.30 0.001 1024 1.15 2.24 1024

10 0.24 0.02 0.01 0.006 0.23 0.33 0.19

0.001 0.12 0.08 1025 1025 0.06 0.33 1028

1 0.1 0.19 0.13 0.001 0.001 0.07 0.39 1024

10 0.03 0.004 0.007 0.003 0.03 0.05 0.10

0.001 0.38 0.11 1025 1025 0.27 0.60 1029

5 0.1 0.22 0.09 0.001 0.001 0.17 0.31 1024

10 0.02 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.02 0.02 0.06
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tions is close to the linek5q, which shows that the transfer
occurs between scales of motion of similar scale, the transfer
may be then properly described as a local cascade. When the
positive contours lie above thek5q line, there is an inverse
cascade, toward large scales. A direct cascade, toward small
scales, is specified when the positive contours are under the
k5q line. When the positive contours appear simultaneously
above and under thek5q line, without a clear dominant
behavior, a mixed cascade is defined, with the transfer oc-
curring simultaneously to both large and small scales. The
cascade type for each of the nonlinear transfer contributions
is given in Table VI.

In all cases, the dominant nonlinear transfer isTN, as
seen in Fig. 11 and Tables V and VI. Even in the electro-
magnetic regime, the terms responsible for the magnetic
transfer of the energy,TNM andTVM, are much smaller than
TN. TN shows a direct cascade, asñ is passively advected by
the E3B flow eddies. Even in the caseC55, which is the
most sensitive to changes ofb̂,TN always has the same char-
acter, showing a direct cascade, with only the magnitude of
TN being sensitive to variations ofb̂a ndC . TV shows an
inverse cascade in the electrostatic limit. However, this char-
acter is modified whenb̂ is increased forC51 andC55
~mixed cascade!, while the inverse cascade remain robust for
C50.1. The direct cascade contribution ofTV is already
present in the electrostatic limit. Nevertheless, as the inverse
cascade contribution is very strong, the direct cascade con-
tribution cannot be seen in the contour plots. Asb̂ increases,
the inverse contribution ofTV becomes weaker. Therefore, in
the electromagnetic limit the direct contribution ofTV be-
comes more important and a mixed cascade appears~for
C51 andC55!. It is interesting to note that the dual cas-
cade, which was observed for the Hasegawa–Wakatani
system,36 with an inverse cascade of the electric potential
and a direct cascade of the vorticity is still present in the
electrostatic case. For increasingb̂, the vorticity continues to
show a direct cascade. However, the electric potential some-
times presents a mixed cascade instead of the inverse cas-
cade.

The nonlinear transfer rates involving the magnetic fluc-
tuationsc̃, TNM, andTVM, are very small~negligible! in the
electrostatic limit, as expected. In this limit,TNM andTVM

have a mixed cascade character. Asb̂ increases, the direct
cascade becomes stronger until in the electromagnetic limit,

the direct cascade is clearly dominant for all values ofC . By
comparing the electrostatic limit with the electromagnetic
limit, we can conclude that the magnetic fluctuations make
the transfer of energy between the density and the potential
fluctuations more difficult. Therefore the response of the po-
tential fluctuationsf̃ to the density fluctuationsñ is delayed,
leading to the loss of adiabaticity in the electromagnetic
limit. That this is principally a linear effect may be seen from
the weakness of the nonlinear magnetic transfer rates, which
are always very small compared to their linear counterparts,
Gp
N andGp

V. The appropriate conclusion is that the only really
significant electromagnetic effect in this system is magnetic
induction. Nevertheless, its action to enhance the nonadia-
batic character of the overall system remains important in the
turbulent regime.

The resulting nonlinear energy transfer,TE, is strongly
dominated byTN in all cases considered. ForC50.1, TE

shows a direct cascade independent ofb̂ ~see Table VI!. In
the adiabatic regime~C55! for b̂50.001,TE has a mixed
cascade character, since in this limitTV has an important
role. As b̂ increases this role diminishes andTE shows the
usual direct cascade~see also Fig. 12 and Table V!. The
nonlinear transfer of the enstrophyTU shows a direct cas-
cade, except in the caseC55 andb̂50.001. In this case the
kinetic transfer has a more important role, changing the char-
acter of the transfer to a mixed cascade. However, even in
this case the dominant behavior is the direct cascade. There-
fore, the main effect ofb̂ on TU is to change its magnitude,
with the qualitative behavior of the nonlinear transfer being
rather robust.TA is the quantity that is most affected byb̂.
Besides the expected increase of the magnitude ofTA, its
qualitative behavior depends strongly onb̂ andC ~Fig. 12!.
ForC50.1 andb̂50.001,TA presents a direct local cascade.
When b̂510 the cascade is still direct, but involves a rather
different range of modes, not so near the linek5q ~local
cascade!. On the other hand, forC55, while the electrostatic
limit is very similar to that ofC50.1, the electromagnetic
limit has a mixed local cascade character.

In Fig. 10 we summarize in schematic form the linear
and nonlinear transfer of energy of the system. This diagram
is more complicated than the ones obtained for electrostatic
models,49,50but its meaning is the same. We chose as a typi-
cal example the caseC50.1 andb̂510. Each of the circles
represents a batch of wave numbers in one of the three de-

TABLE VI. Cascade type of the nonlinear transfer processes in the different regimes. Only theE3B inverse cascade (TV) is affected by the magnetic
fluctuations, and only at highb̂.

C b̂ TN TV TNM TVM TE TU TA

0.001 direct inverse mixed direct direct direct direct
0.1 0.1 direct inverse mixed mixed direct direct direct

10 direct inverse direct direct direct direct direct

0.001 direct inverse mixed mixed direct direct mixed
1 0.1 direct inverse mixed mixed direct direct direct

10 direct mixed direct direct direct direct direct

0.001 direct inverse mixed mixed mixed mixed direct
5 0.1 direct inverse mixed mixed direct direct direct

10 direct mixed direct direct direct direct mixed
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pendent variables at lower and higherk, on the left- and
right-hand sides, respectively. The boundary between low
and highk is chosen askm

E . Each of the arrows between two
of the circles represents a transfer rate as computed from the
results according to the definitions in this section. Each of
the arrows pointing into or out of a circle from boundary
represents one of the source or sink rates, respectively, as
computed from the results according to the definitions in
Sec. II B. The thickness of each arrow is logarithmically pro-
portional to the computed strength of the rate it represents.
Although the direction of each nonlinear transfer process is
given by its arrow, it is important to note that the sum of all
the nonlinear transfer rates is zero, by definition. The sum of
the linear transfer rates is also zero, but this is only due to the
fact that the turbulence is well saturated.

The source of fluctuation free energyGn is present at
both low and highk, but is stronger at lowk. The energy is
then linearly transferred fromñ to c̃ throughGn

p, while being
dissipated in the smaller scales byDN

E, DM
E , andGr . Simul-

taneously the energy is being transferred nonlinearly fromñ
at lowk to ñ at highk in a direct cascade, represented byTN.
The energy inñ at low k is also transferred toc̃ at highk,
also a direct cascade. Figure 10 shows clearly how the pres-
ence ofc̃ makes it difficult to transfer energy directly fromñ
to f̃, which is how it goes in an electrostatic model.36,49 At
high k there is a weak linear transfer fromc̃ to f̃ through
GV
p, but at lowk, GV

p is in the opposite direction. The energy
in f̃ at low k is also sent toc̃ at highk throughTVM in a
direct cascade. Finally there is the strong nonlinear inverse
cascade between high- and low-k E3B energy inf̃. Most of
the hyperviscous dissipation is inf̃ at highk, reflecting the
power of theE3B vorticity cascade. The strongest dissipa-
tion process is resistivity, however, reflected byGr .

An important result of this energy transfer study has
been to determine that not only the total particle transport is
zero,26 but each contribution to the nonlinear electromagnetic
dynamics is itself small compared to the free energy excita-
tion rate represented byGn . This tells us that the part of the
system’s dynamics which determines the turbulent transport
is still largely electrostatic, even if the magnetic induction
has changed its overall level. Figure 10 shows clearly how-
ever that the role of the magnetic fluctuations in the system is
still important to the energy transfer, even though the non-
linear transfer rates involving the magnetic fluctuations are
comparatively small. The magnetic fluctuations interfere
with the coupling between the density and potential fluctua-
tions, reducing its immediacy. It is important to note that the
energy transfer character is in agreement with the electro-
static studies.36,49 The magnetic fluctuations do not change
the character of the nonlinear transferTN andTV in the elec-
trostatic system at all, but they do change the linear transfer,
which instead of going directly betweenñ and f̃ must go
throughc̃.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented detailed properties of
the turbulent states of a simple drift-wave model with mag-
netic fluctuations. The system was solved numerically and

compared with the known properties of its limiting cases, the
2-D Hasegawa–Wakatani and MHD equations.

The most important single conclusion is that although in
certain limits the magnetic fluctuations have significant in-
fluence~near-adiabatic electrons, highb̂!, the turbulence is
largely electrostatic in character. This is particularly true
with regard to the transport, as shown by the energy transfer
study in Sec. V. For the saturated amplitude and mode struc-
ture, we observed dominant magnetic influence only whenb̂
was as large as 10, in contrast to nominal scaling which
usually puts the boundary atb̂;1. And even then, the actual
transport was still dominantly electrostatic even in basic
character. The magnetic part of the system was seen to be
effective in enhancing the nonadiabatic character of the elec-
tron dynamics. In turbulence in a sheared magnetic field, the
electron nonadiabaticity is already strongly enhanced, so that
a preliminary study saw little effect of the magnetic fluctua-
tions in the collisional regime.46 However, the present results
suggest that the hot plasma regime~T.1 keV! may be made
less adiabatic than would be otherwise expected. Work is
underway on a three-dimensional model which will test this
directly in tokamak geometry.

In any case, the neglect of magnetic fluctuations should
be done with extreme care, since as was seen in the energy
transfer analysis, the magnetic part of the system has an im-
portant influence on the relation between density and elec-
trostatic fluctuations, i.e., the nonadiabatic dynamics which
determines the transport. Therefore, even if the turbulence
can still be considered electrostatic, it is of importance to
understand the role of the magnetic fluctuations in determin-
ing the characteristics of the turbulence in more realistic
models.
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